Changes in Postural Control after Aquatic Exercises Program in Ataxic Patients with Multiple Sclerosis
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: The aim of this study is to change one of the primary impairments associated with multiple sclerosis, i.e. ataxia, in which there is insufficient postural control.

Materials and Methods: The current randomized controlled trial investigated the effects of aquatic exercise on postural control in MS ataxic patients. Thirty-two patients with multiple sclerosis with a degree of ataxia indications were selected and divided into two groups: exercise group (n=17, age, 39.12 ± 8.54) and control group (n=15, age, 33.4±15.16). The exercise group performed the exercise for 8 weeks, 3 sessions per week with 55% to 75% of maximum heart rate. Posture control by the force platform was measured before and after 24 sessions of aquatic exercises. Measurements of the center of pressure displacement included the anterior-posterior, medial-lateral directions, and sway velocity.

Results: Comparing the pre-test whit the post-test, significant differences in patients’ posture control (P = .001) was seen. There was no significant differences between the pre-test and the post-test in the control group, except for AP direction (P = .012).

Conclusion: The findings suggest that postural control in ataxic patients with multiple sclerosis can be affected by aquatic exercises. Further studies with a larger sample size are required to confirm these encouraging preliminary results; clinicians are recommended to consider aquatic exercises as a viable rehabilitation program for multiple sclerosis patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a disabling disease, which causes demyelination of the central nervous system and leads to a progressive neurologic dysfunction. The impairments are postural instability, balance deficits, ataxia, fatigue, pain, weakness, incoordination, sensory loss, abnormal tone, and visual and cognitive dysfunction.¹ The postural control is associated with various impairments.² Therefore, interventions effectively improving the balance and mobility are important. Experiencing ataxia and tremor by 85% of individuals with MS, and as a result of ataxia, as well as experiencing impairments in function by 32% of people with MS have been reported.³⁴ Ataxia is a neurological symptom known for incoordination of voluntary movements, the most important manifestation of cerebellar disease.⁵ Since ataxia is resistant to medication, physical therapy is crucial.⁶ Perceiving insufficient postural control and incoordination of multi-joint movements are reported in ataxia patients.⁷

Analyzing ataxia, neglecting balance dysfunction, is not possible since clinical balance dysfunctions are caused by postural instability in postural control. Although incoordination is often convoyed through balance dysfunction and gait problems, in some cases, in-coordination of movements balance dysfunction does not exist while the balance dysfunction is observed.⁸ Life quality can be influenced by the loss or decline in postural...
control and injuries because of falls, while postural control is affected via changing levels of resting muscle tension or muscle tone, strength and fatigue, specifically in individuals with MS. Muscle tone and natural elasticity of tendons, ligaments, and other tissues are the first responses to external perturbation of normal postural control. To investigate the possibilities of intervention and rehabilitation, it is required to study the mechanisms contributing to the postural control. Understanding the mechanisms leads to interventions that cause maintenance of postural control or improvement by rehabilitation.

In MS patients, postural control disorders have been investigated by both clinical and laboratory tools, clinical measurement of postural control includes Berg Balance Scale while laboratory assessment tools of postural control involve COP displacement. Frzovic and colleagues revealed differences between MS patients and controls regarding the ability to maintain standing balance with feet apart, feet together, or in stride stance through clinical measures tools. Karst and colleagues demonstrated decreased COP displacement in MS patients compared with healthy controls. These studies show static balance and postural control measures allowed for discrimination between MS patients and healthy controls. Cameron and colleagues suggested the necessity of rehabilitation interventions in MS patients for improving postural control responses, based on findings, depicting MS patients’ large and delayed postural sway compared with controls.

In MS patients, however, the impact of exercise training on postural control and static balance is not confirmed, and further investigation is needed regarding the effect of aerobic, strength, and combined training on postural control. Cattaneo and colleagues showed no significant improvement in the balance after balance exercise training. Jessica and colleagues found the effect of supervised resistance training on improvement of postural control of MS patients. Cakst and colleagues reported that progressive resistance training may enhance the balance. Debolt and McCubbin found that postural control did not improve which was due to a home-based resistance training program. According to Romberg and colleagues, balance did not vary after six months of exercise training. Ali Barbar and colleagues reported that aquatic exercise program improved balance in adults with MS. The present study investigated the effect of aquatic exercise on postural control in ataxic patients with MS. Postural control was measured by evaluation of COP displacement during standing before and after the training. It was hypothesized that MS subjects show significant changes in postural control measures after an 8-week aquatic exercise program.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Subjects**

Given that MS patients have been studied as a group, the condition of participation in the study was voluntary cooperation. Therefore, all eligible patients with multiple sclerosis from MS Association of Khuzestan Province, which has a record of over 127 females and 87 males, were called to action. Finally, thirty-two individuals with MS (10 males and 22 females) participated in the study with a degree of ataxia indications and a disease grade of (EDSS) 2.5 to 5, then the participants were randomly selected and divided into two groups of exercise (n=17, age, 39.12 ± 8.54y) and control group (n=15, age, 33.4 ± 15.16y). In all MS patients, the exercise group completed 8 weeks of aquatic exercises. The controls were selected matching the exercise group regarding age and gender. The control group completed only the pre-training postural control test and did not participate in the aquatic exercise program.

Patients were recruited through the MS Society. Inclusion criteria for MS patients and controls group included: 1) an Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) score of 2.5–5, 2) degree of ataxia indications, 3) no pregnancy, 4) age ranging 20 to 55 years, 5) no other neurological disorder, and 6) no current participation in a regular exercise program. (Table 1).

Important components of MS patients’ assessment for the exercises in the pool included: 1) Determining the level of independence to walking, showering, dressing, and need for support, 2) Determining the safest methods for transportation during the exercises in the pool, 3) Determining weight-bearing capacity, 4) Identification of the type of pain in MS patients to be compared during or after the exercise, 5) Identification of the range of MS symptoms affecting a person’s ability to engage in aquatic exercises, 6) Heat sensitivity and fatigue in MS patients to select the suitable pool temperature, appropriate training program duration, and estimation of rest periods and exercise intensity, and 7) Identification of people with bladder and bowel incontinence and urinary analysis test before pool entry to determine the person’s suitability for aquatic exercise.

**Postural Control Assessment**

Postural control was measured using the force platform. The force platform measures 3-dimensional forces (Fx, Fy, Fz) and 3-dimensional moments (Mx, My,
Mz) involved in postural control, which provide center of pressure, allowing postural sway and sway velocity to be measured. The current measurements of the velocity of the center of pressure included the anterior-posterior (AP), medial-lateral (ML) directions, and sway velocity. The patients stood on the force platform with the eyes open in the center of the laboratory with feet at approximately shoulder width apart. During the assessment, the patients were asked to stand on the platform for 30 seconds, and sampling frequency was set at 100 Hz.

**Training Program**

The pattern used for training protocol in this research is by reducing the base-of-support and performing balance exercises in deep water. The difficulty increased against the resistance of water. The warm-up and cool-down programs included several types of walking (forwards, backwards, crosswise, and sideways). Exercises performed in this study included combination of stretching and relaxation, fitness, and balance training. Stretching involved stretching in lower and upper extremities. Fitness involved a variety of exercises which increased the work rate of the heart, lungs, and general fitness such as running and cycling in deep water, and jumping. Balance training included exercises reducing the dependence, and was performed when moving arm or leg against the resistance of water. The difficulty increased by reducing the base-of-support and performing balance exercises in deep water.

**Data Analysis**

COP displacements in AP and ML directions were measured using the component force data (Fx, Fy, and Fz) and sway velocity for each test. Descriptive statistics (means, SDs) were calculated for each COP parameter.

Pre/post-test design was used for the experiment groups applying ANOVA. The paired t-tests were used to compare pre- and post-training outcomes in MS patients and independent t-tests to compare pre- and post-training results in MS patients and the control group. Statistical analysis was performed through SPSS 16.0 and R. The significance level was set at 0.05.

**RESULTS**

The present study planned to investigate the effects of aquatic exercise on postural control in ataxic patients with MS. The study was carried out on two groups (exercise and control). Demographical data are provided in Table 1. Pre- and post-test data, mean score, and standard deviations for the measures in the data analysis are presented (Table 2). The average COP displacement items scores in pre-test and post-test in both groups are shown in Figure 1. For each test of COP, the measure parameters (AP, ML directions, and sway velocity) of MS patients’ post-training significantly decreased (P = .001), compared with the pre-training (P = .05) (Table 2). The difference between pre-test and post-test of the control group was not significant except for AP direction (AP direction, P = .012, ML direction, P = .103, and sway velocity, P = .113) (Table 2). The results confirm the role of aquatic exercise in decreasing COP displacement and improving posture control in ataxic patients with MS. Considering the lack of improvement in the control group, the improvement of the experiment group can be attributed to the effect of these exercises. Therefore, average COP velocity (A) and COP displacement (B and C) can be seen in anterior–posterior (AP) and medial–

**Table 1. Subject demographics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Exercise group (n = 17)</th>
<th>Control group (n = 15)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (yrs)</td>
<td>39.12±8.54</td>
<td>33.4±15.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>11 Female / 6 Male</td>
<td>11 Female / 4 Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>168.03±11.94</td>
<td>167.70±6.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass (kg)</td>
<td>68.90±13.11</td>
<td>65.85±10.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDSS*</td>
<td>3.09±0.85</td>
<td>3.05±0.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: EDSS, Expanded disability status scale.

**Table 2. Summary of primary outcome measures at pre-testing and post-testing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Exercise group</th>
<th>Control group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>Post-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP sway*</td>
<td>.72±.14</td>
<td>.55±.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML sway*</td>
<td>.46±.17</td>
<td>.35±.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity sway*</td>
<td>1.5±.37</td>
<td>1.29±.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant difference between pre-test and post-test in exercise group and control group (P = .05).
lateral (ML) directions for the two exercise group and controls group in ataxic patients with multiple sclerosis (Figure 1).

DISCUSSION

The present study evaluated the changes in postural control in ataxic patients with MS following an aquatic exercise program. It was hypothesized that there are differences between MS patients before and after aquatic exercise and aquatic exercise intervention brings about significant changes in the velocity of COP displacement in AP, ML directions, and sway velocity. Eight weeks of aquatic exercise reduced the amount of velocity of COP displacement in ataxic patients with MS compared with the control group before and after the aquatic exercise. This is in agreement with the hypothesis of the study and similar to the results obtained by other authors. Some studies used clinical assessment methods, and some others applied COP assessment techniques to evaluate postural control and static balance in MS patients. In most research studies, the effects of various exercise trainings on postural control and static balance of MS patients have been examined to improve these variables. However, the findings are not consistent with some other works, which is possibly due to various measurement tools and type of exercise training employed.

The reduced velocity of COP displacement for MS patients indicates that training may improve postural control in these patients, and the velocity of COP displacement is different in MS patients and controls. The current findings showed significant changes following aquatic exercise compared with previous intervention studies which evaluated the effects of aerobic and resistance training on MS patients.

Cattaneo and colleagues examined changes in balance via Berg Balance Scale. Jessie and colleagues measured variations in postural control using sway variability and temporal structure of sway variability after 3 months of resistance training. DeBolt & McCubbin evaluated changes in sway velocity applying force platform for postural control measures after an 8-week home-based program, while Romberg and colleagues evaluated changes in a clinical balance test after 6 months strength and aerobic exercise program.

Previous studies used aerobic, strength, and combined training; however, the exercise program used in the current study was different because of water hydrostatic pressure and resistance. This study conducted exercises against waterresistance, a property of resistance exercises for MS patients. It has been reported that increase in power improves the postural control of MS patients.

The patients continued to perform balance training. Perhaps, balance training in water, without the base-of-support and against water turbulence, improves...
MS patients’ balance. Cattaneo reported that balance rehabilitation is useful in reducing falls and improving balance in patients with MS.\(^{(13)}\)

In this study, the patients lived in a new environment not experienced previously. Hence, leaving homes and taking part in sport societies and performing physical activities and exercises are other possibilities for the improvement of postural control MS patients. The levels of patients’ physical activities were low due to muscle inactivity and inability to perform high-intensity exercises on the ground. None of the patients had taken part in a regular exercise program before the study. Thus, changes in physical fitness levels following aquatic exercises may possibly improve balance in MS patients. It has been reported that aquatic exercises improve MS patients’ physical fitness levels.\(^{(27)}\)

Patients’ self-report on reduction of fatigue and improvement of mobility due to aquatic exercise program is an explanation for the improvement in postural control in MS patients. Pariser and colleagues revealed the positive impact of aquatic exercise on improvement of mobility and reduction of fatigue in MS patients.\(^{(27)}\)

Aquatic exercise can improve balance via enhancing the joint range of motion, strength, and aerobic capacity. Toulotte and colleagues demonstrated that pain, changes in motion ranges, and muscle length and strength result in balance impairments.\(^{(28)}\) Geytenbeek showed that aquatic exercise elevated the range of motion, pain, and muscle strength in MS patients.\(^{(29)}\)

The loss of proprioception was observed in both MS and ataxic patients. Rougier and colleagues showed that proprioception is important to maintain postural control in MS patients.\(^{(30)}\) Therefore, improvement in postural control of MS patients after aquatic exercises results in improving proprioception. Risberg and colleagues demonstrated the improvement of proprioception via exercise training program.\(^{(31)}\)

The patients had a degree of ataxia; probably, the aquatic exercises resulted in reduced ataxic movements in MS patients, thus changing the postural control. Armutlu and colleagues reported the efficiency of physical therapy and exercise training program on improving the performance of ataxic patients.\(^{(6)}\)

Although the present study evaluated the effect of aquatic exercises on postural sway of ataxic patients with MS, there were some limitations. Measurement of ataxia changes was not performed to determine if the aquatic exercises were beneficial to heal ataxia in MS patients. Thus, it is not possible to conclude that the improvement in postural control is correlated with improvements of ataxia in MS patients.

There was a significant difference between the pre-test and post-test in the control group in AP direction. Lack of any change and/or deterioration of patients’ condition in the control group were due to the progressive and negative course of MS. In addition, warmer weather and its influence on fatigue of patients and more symptoms are other possible explanations for significant negative change in AP direction of the control group.

Further study is needed to determine the positive impact of aquatic exercises on the postural control of MS patients and the specific relationship between the decrease in ataxia of MS patients and the improvement in postural control.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The aquatic exercise program may have a significant and positive impact on the postural control of ataxic patients with MS. Further studies with a larger sample size are required to confirm these encouraging preliminary results; clinicians are recommended to consider aquatic exercises as a viable rehabilitation program for MS patients. However, if the exercise program and the sample size differs in future studies, some differences might be seen in the results of the study.
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